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To enhance the existing capacity of teachers in schools there is a dire need of enhancing the capacity of 
teacher educators as well trained teachers and teacher educators are crucial to bring quality improvement in 
schools. Therefore there is need to reflect upon the teachers role as professionals who bring a change in the 
life of students.

Dr. Snigdha Mishra, Deputy Director (TE):

Ms. Lalita Pattnaik, Education Specialist, UNICEF, Odisha: 

 She welcome all the participants to the “Capacity building 
training of newly recruited teacher educators” jointly organized by the Directorate of TE & SCERT and 
UNICEF. She put forth the background to the training. This workshop has been an experiential training 
designed to be practical with examples and experiences and exercises to provide skills, encourage 
participation and exchange information. This mentoring training is facilitated by Prof Thomas Vadaya, the 
lead Resource person and three master trainers to co-facilitate. Therefore, this workshop will provide us not 
only essential knowledge but also a great opportunity to share our day to day experiences.

She reflect on participants in this training 
will learn on self, self awareness, self love and self acceptance, self confidence, goal setting, stress 
management, practicing EFT and Mindfulness. This program will provide an interactive forum to the 
participants to share, explore and discuss experience and issues related to self and self development. The 
training will also provide the participants with a good insight into the process of developing self and to 
respond to the human needs with high levels of human sensitivity and interpersonal skills. I am sure that you 
will find the discussions interesting and valuable, and that there will be a lot of interaction between 
participants and the resource person during the training. She thanked Director TE & SCERT for his 
leadership and guidance of taking ahead the programme. 

Introduction

Inaugural
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Ms Nibedita Nayak, Deputy Director (Admn): 

Prof Thomas Vadaya:

Mr Bhupendra Singh Poonia, SPD, OPEPA

She 
express her sincere thanks to UNICEF and in particular the 
honourable resource person. He has been working with since 
the beginning of the planning stage i.e. from 2014 and it took 
02 years to complete first cycle of the training and some of 
them are still here today for co-facilitating the programme. 
Even though Prof Vadaya, very busy with his 
responsibilities, he has given us time and we truly appreciate 
his dedication.   Again, this training program could not have 
been made possible without the financial support and 
guidance of Lalita Pattnaik, the Education Specialist, 
UNICEF. 

 I warmly welcome you again I hope that everyone would take the lead in being with 
the self as a result of this program develop a strong teacher education system to ensure the quality of 
education. Again I wish all 5 fruitful days of interesting and beneficial program and also that you have a 
pleasant stay here.

He highlighted the importance of initiating the capacity building training to the newly recruited Sr. Teacher 
educators and teacher educators of the State to cater the knowledge and experiential training to all faculties 
to make them better equipped to face all future challenges. He welcomed the elite gathering of participants, 
comprising of Dr. Thomas Vadaya, Dr. Pratap Indra Dash, OAS (SAG) – Director [TE & SCERT] and 
representatives from UNICEF. Addressing to the gathering, Mr Poonia, urged the teachers to prepare their 
pupil teachers for multi-tasking and promised delegates that this training will empower them with 
techniques to deal with self and self development in a better way. He highlighted the importance of such 
capacity Building Programmes for the Administrators of the State

The opening session include objectives of the programme, which would be followed by the self-
introduction of the teachers and their expectations from the training programme. 
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It is important that we know each other and feel comfortable in their company.  This will help us to feel free 
and interact. To know each and everybody, an activity was conducted. At the end of the activities the 
participants were able to: 

?know each other

?Interact with others freely and openly 

?Feel comfortable and at ease in the group 

?Engage themselves fully in the proceedings of training 

Get up and meet everybody. Ask about their name and what they are doing. Think for an adjective to your 
name. You have 10mnts time. Meet as many as your participants. 

Pair up with someone in the group whom you to know the least.  Spend ten minutes together getting to know 
each other as persons. Spend roughly five minutes per person interacting. You can ask your companion any 
question which, if asked to you, you will be prepared to answer. 

Form into groups of three persons on the basis of whom you know the least.  After the allotted time, join 
another group on the basis of whom you know the least.  In your new group of 4 or 6 persons, you cross 
introduce each other to the new - comers. When your companion introduces you to the others, keep noticing 
how you feel. 
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Get to know each other as Persons:

Activity - 1 : Know your companion as a person:



After the introductions are over, the participants share with others in the group how they felt when they were 
being introduced to the new comers. At the end, Prof Vadaya summarizes the learning of the participants in 
the session and concludes the session by thanking the participants for their involvement and engagement.

Another activity conducted on Opening the fist. Participants were instructed to tight their fist and other 
partner will open it. 

Keep your fist closed tightly.  Another person opens the closed fist. The first person may support his or her 
fist with the other hand so as to keep it steady. And the person who is opening the fist can use only one hand, 
and cannot use any unfair means like hurting the fist, or tickling the person. The activity is performed for 
only two minutes. 

After opening the fist, reverse the roles and repeat the activity for 2 minutes. 

The group was asked to report on their experience of opening the fist. The following questions guided the 
process. 

a) How did you feel after succeeding in opening the fist? 

b) How did you feel If you didn't manage to open the fist? 

c) What strategies did you use when trying to open the fist? 

d) On the basis of your experience, what would be the best way to open the fist? Why? 

e) Why didn't think of the easy method to open the fist? 

The participants were asked to share their reflections in the large group. At the end Prof Vadaya, summarizes 
the learning of the group and conclude the session thanking the group for their participation. 

The participants sharing on asking upon what did they do to hold their fist tight....

?I utilize all my energy to tightly hold my fist. 

?I was tried and I did not, but I was careful not to hurt her.

?We have a discussion, I asked why did i open my fist, why you wanted to open, the other 
partner said, there is a need to open. So with my support I lose my fist and open the fist.

?I could not able to open the fist.

?I could do it and I feel to be very strength

The participants were instructed to count the triangles individually and once you have decided on the 
number, make a note of it in your note pad and continue until everyone has decided on the number. The 
activity ends when everyone in the training comes to consensus on the number of triangles. Participants then 
share their experiences in the activity. They reflect as to why some people could see only a few of the 
triangles while others could see more. Then the participants reflect and share what the participants learned 
from the activity. The facilitator summarizes the learning in the group
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Activity: 2 Opening the fist

Activity – 3 : Triangles in the picture



Reasons to Get to know yourself better:

?You will discover something you don't know about yourself and like it.

?You will know where your moods, attitudes and beliefs begin and other peoples stop.

?You will notice more than you imagined about the rest of the world.

?You will laugh more.

?You will find yourself on track to getting what you want.

Getting self knowledge is mandatory for us. It purifies and closes us to the Universe. Enables us to choose 
rightly and to choose how we will work for a better world, not only for the human species but for millions of 
other species sharing this planet with us.

At the end of the session, the participants were able to learn:

?Enhance their self-awareness.

?Behave proactively and not reactively.

?Discover their purpose in life.
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Reflection :

Setting the Stage for Work

1.   Objectives:



?Live a life by choice and not by chance. 

?Express themselves and their talents more creatively in life.

?Love and accept themselves.

?Make unique contributions as a person and as a professional.
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The ground rules were set and the time schedule discussed. 

The log of significant learning and its importance shared. Anything that has given a new insight, is very 
significant has to be captured.  

Using the experiential paradigm of learning in the training. The heart of the model is learner – centeredness.

Awareness

Body

Thought Emotion

Know

Act

See

Be

Self

2.   Conditions

3.   Methodology of training



At the end of the session, the participants 
were able to become aware of various 
aspects of their ownselves: 

?their personal qualities, both 
positive and negative 

?their strengths and weaknesses

?their likes and dislikes 

?their goals and aspirations

The co-facilitators brief the participants 
what they were expected to do in the activity 
through the questionnaire. The participants 
are asked to fill up the incomplete form “I 
am”, using both positive and negative 
adjectives and phrases that describe them in 
various ways. And at the end of this activity, 
share your descriptions of yourself in 
smaller groups of five or six persons. Have a 
leader for facilitating sharing by each 
member. After individual reflection is over, each member shares his or her reflections on each question with 
the rest of the group. The spokes persons from each group present their reports to the larger group.  
Members clarify and add points and discuss issues that they think is important. 

After the questionnaire is over the participants were asked to reflect on these Questions:

1. How easy or difficult did you find the activity? 

2. What were the difficulties encountered? 

3. What did you learn about yourself from this activity? 

4. What did you learn about others? 

5. In the light of your experience in the activity, describe yourself. This is your  verbal self- 
portrait.

The past determined the present. The past was already happened and you were recreating the movement. 
Imagination is essential as part of my life. Nobody needs to be different in order to learn. This begins in our 
childhood. Each one bloosms in their own way. I learn from others. What you say is right for you. We are 
always evolving. We keep shifting. Life moves ahead. 
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Day – 2

Sharing of Significant Learning

Responses to these questions were shared in the groups.

Activity: I AM.....

Applying 
Learning to 

Life

Experiencing

Reflecting 
on 

experience

SharingGeneralizing



Differences between self and ego:

1. Self is that part of you which is connected to a higher being, while ego is that sense of self-
importance that you have when you compare yourself with others.

2. Self is something typically associated with positive emotions, while ego is attributed to 
negative emotions.

3. Self is assured and quiet, while ego is loud and self-important.

Ego is just like a dust in the eyes... without clearing the dust you can't see anything clearly... so clear the ego 
and see the world.

Mind has to be connected with the self. Indivisible part of the universe is the self. Once you experience this, 
you can see things how it changes. 

?Breathing in and out is a process for mindfulness. 

?Mindfulness is the energy of being aware and awake to the present moment. It is the 
continuous practice of touching life deeply in every moment of daily life. To be mindful is to 
be truly alive, present and at one with those around you and with what you are doing.

?Mindfulness means maintaining a moment-by-moment awareness of our thoughts, feelings, 
bodily sensations, and surrounding environment, through a gentle, nurturing lens.
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Self awareness

Mindfulness



?Mindfulness also involves acceptance, meaning that we pay attention to our thoughts and 
feelings without judging them—without believing, for instance, that there's a “right” or 
“wrong” way to think or feel in a given moment. When we practice mindfulness, our 
thoughts tune into what we're sensing in the present moment rather than rehashing the past 
or imagining the future.

When we are mindful, we show up for our lives; we don't miss them in being distracted or in wishing for 
things to be different. Instead, if something needs to be changed we are present enough to understand what 
needs to be done. Being mindful is not a substitute for actually participating in our lives and taking care of 
our own and others' needs. In fact, the more mindful we are, the more skilful we can be in compassionate 
action.

There are three basic aspects worked with in this meditation technique: body, breath and thoughts. 
Mindfulness meditation is about practicing being mindful of whatever happens. It is NOT about getting 
ourselves to stop thinking. Repeat: it is not about getting ourselves to stop thinking. It is easy to fall into 
believing that is the goal. Many people have a mistaken idea that becoming blank is the goal of meditation.
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Mindfulness



The biggest challenge we face in life is shifting our motivation from end results to processes. Processes 
make up each moment. End results are in the future. If we're motivated primarily by end results, then our 
attention tends to shift out of the moment, into the future toward the end result. When this happens, we aren't 
present for the current task. When we're primarily motivated by the process, then our attention tends to stay 
in the moment because that's where the process is. The benefit for being present is that our attention is 
focused more in the present, making us more effective, with whatever we're doing. That's the key to 
understanding the benefits. “Effective” means that how we do the task improves, and how, addresses 
quality. What is the quality of how we do the task? What is the quality of our breath, our eye focus, our 
posture, our thinking? 

The term reactive can be defined as being responsive to something. A person who is reactive usually 
responds to another, but does not act on himself. Such people do not usually take the initiative in something. 
They only at when there is the need to respond to something else. This can even be viewed as a negative 
feature of an individual as the person is almost lifeless and is not spontaneous. People who are reactive in 
society need a push to complete a task. They do not take it upon themselves unless they are being told to by 
someone else.

Proactive refers to being prepared even before an incident takes place. A proactive person takes the initiative 
and is prepared, unlike a reactive person. 

?Reactive and proactive are approaches that people take in different situations in life.

?Reactive approach entails action after an event has taken place to either minimize its effects 
or to take advantage of the event.

?On the other hand, proactive approach enables people to gauge or anticipate events and work 
accordingly to reap the rewards in a bigger manner.

When you are proactive, you make good choices about how you respond to something happening. You are 
always ready with a calm attitude. You do things to make sure that the right things will happen. When things 
do not go your way, you are not happy, but you stay calm.

?Change how you handle things. Make a choice to be positive and focus on those things that 
you can change.
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Story telling.....the cockroach and the ladies

Benefits of awareness

Proactive Vs reactive paradigm

What is Reactive?

What is Proactive?

What is the Difference between Reactive and Proactive?



?Make a positive difference in your family, your school and the world.

When you are reactive, you could explode at any minute. Things happen and they catch you off. You are not 
ready for things that might happen. You deal with things when you happen instead of being prepared.

?Be Proactive

?Be responsible for your life

?Make a choice to be positive and focus on those things that you can change

?Best you to predict your future is to create it.

?Make a positive difference in your family, your class, your school and the world.
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The universe is within us. The universe gives us plenty of options. We need to choose. This is the way how 
you become alive. State your intention and it is a part of the self. When you are happy it all comes up and it 
really needs to get the energy.

Transition figure is a person who stops transmitting negative behaviours to others.

Story – Monkeys eating washed Patatos

?Genetic determinism

?Psychic determinism

?Environmental determinism

?Karma / Fate theory

Imagination is the most important gift we have with us, many times we donot use that. 

Day – 3

Reactive persons are determined by:

Transition figure

Proactive Model
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The resource person make the participants reflect on these three questions:

1. How can you become a transition figure at your home?

2. How can you become a transition figure at your workplace?

3. How can you become a transition figure within your community?

Strengths and weaknesses generally refer to a person's character. Often strength can be a weakness, and vice 
versa, a weakness can be strength. 

Strengths and weaknesses are just the perception of people, there is nothing like strength or weaknesses, 
what matters is how much you have put effort in something you are good at or bad at. The list of strengths 
and weaknesses helps to recognize those that apply to you. Know how to present the strengths and 
weaknesses in the best way when answering interview questions. Employers want to know how you 
manage the weakness. Recognizing the weakness is the first essential step to managing it properly. Identify 
the strengths that will contribute to successful job performance. Using the list of strengths and weaknesses 
describe your strength and support your answer with examples of how this strength is evident in your work 
performance. 

List out your strengths and weaknesses. 

?Make it an affirmative statement of the strength and weakness and say it loud. 

?Convert your strength into a positive statement. 

?Convert your weakness into a positive statement

?Start from I am......

?Say loud and clear.

?Then the group members will repeat the sentences as you are .....of the same sentence.

Here we are reprogramming the mind/ brain. When you speak out you need to believe that you are that and 
when others are repeating it, you have to believe that you are that. 

Self acceptance means accepting yourself fully for the person you are. Self acceptance comes from an 
acceptance of the things you like about yourself, and the things you do not. As a result, self acceptance is 
something that you do. It is an active process that involves a willingness to experience thoughts, feelings 
and emotions without denial. A lack of self acceptance involves an unwillingness to experience these 
thoughts, feelings and emotions, there by leading to a rejection of the self. To be self accepting therefore 
means to honestly accept the facts of your reality, rather than trying to deny, disown or repress the things 
which you don't like about yourself in your life.

Reflection

Strengths & Weaknesses

Self Acceptance
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Self acceptance involves a willingness to accept and experience your feelings, this does not mean that once 
you are self accepting you will become ruled by your emotions and incapable of logical thought.

Each one of us is a unique human being. Each one of us has a unique life. 

?Identify the problem

?Formulate a statement

?Practice of EFT

?Why we have goals, the facilitator asked,

?Goal gives us directions

?We set goals for our careers, our health, and our lives

Goal setting involves the development of an action plan designed to motivate and guide a person or group 
toward a goal. Goal setting can be guided by SMART criteria. Goal setting is a major component of 
personal-development and management literature. Determine your life goals. Ask yourself some important 
questions about what you want for your life. What do you want to achieve: today, in a year, in your lifetime? 

Emotional Freedom Technique

Goal Setting

Day – 4
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The answers to this question can be as general as "I want to be happy," or "I want to help people." Consider 
what you hope to attain 10, 15, or 20 years from now. A career life goal might be to open your own business. 

Break the big picture down into smaller and more specific goals. Setting goals gives your life direction, and 
boosts your motivation and self-confidence. Learn how to set SMART goals and achieve your dreams.

?I will lead a happy and peaceful life and make my surrounding people lead a peaceful life

?To give a happy life to my family 

?I will be a teacher and contribute immensely to the teacher education system

Goal setting is a powerful process for thinking about your ideal future, and for motivating yourself to turn 
your vision of this future into reality. The process of setting goals helps you choose where you want to go in 
life. By knowing precisely what you want to achieve, you know where you have to concentrate your efforts. 
You'll also quickly spot the distractions that can, so easily, lead you astray.

Setting goals gives you long-term vision and short-term motivation. It focuses your acquisition of 
knowledge, and helps you to organize your time and your resources so that you can make the most of your 
life. By setting sharp, clearly defined goals, you can measure and take pride in the achievement of those 
goals, and you'll see forward progress. You will also raise your self confidence, as you recognize your own 
ability and competence in achieving the goals that you've set.

Purpose of life asked to the participants....

Why Set Goals?
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The Wheel of Life is powerful because it gives you a vivid visual representation of the way your life is 
currently, compared with the way you'd ideally like it to be. It is called the "Wheel of Life" because each area 
of your life is mapped on a circle, like the spoke of a wheel. Balancing your life is very important. Start by 
brainstorming the six to eight dimensions of your life that are important for you. Different approaches to this 
are:

?The roles you play in life, for example: husband/wife, father/mother, manager, colleague, 
team member, sports player, community leader, or friend.

?Areas of life that are important to you, for example: artistic expression, positive attitude, 
career, education, family, friends, financial freedom, physical challenge, pleasure, or public 
service.

?Your own combination of these (or different) things, reflecting the things that are your 
priorities in life.

The Wheel of Life is a great tool to help you improve your life balance. It helps you quickly and graphically 
identify the areas in your life to which you want to devote more energy, and helps you understand where you 
might want to cut back. The challenge now is to transform this knowledge and desire for a more balanced 
life into a positive program of action.

Goal for a year, make weekly target at a time, so that you can monitor regularly. Based on the plan, take 
action. Priorities need to be fixed. This is a scientific way for putting things in plan and monitor as per the 
short term plan. The Wheel of Life is a great exercise and tool for helping you create more balance and 
success in your life. 

Wheel of Life
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Essentially, the Wheel of Life is divided into different areas or categories that are important to you. What 
you see above is a common example of the Wheel of Life, split into major categories of life including 
Business/Career, Finances, Health, Family & Friends, Personal Growth, Fun & Recreation, and Physical 
Environment. There is a scoring system behind using the Wheel, where you simply reflect and rate your 
satisfaction levels out of 10, where 1 is closest to the centre of the circle and 10 is at the edge of the circle.

Cognitive reframing is a time-honoured, psychologist-recommended method of looking at things in ways 
that create less stress and promote a greater sense of peace and control. If you don't already use this stress 
relief strategy regularly, you may want to consider it.

Reframing is a technique used in therapy to help create a different way of looking at a situation, person, or 
relationship by changing its meaning. Also referred to as cognitive reframing, it's a strategy therapists often 
used to help people look at situations from a slightly different perspective. 

The participants have to discuss in their groups and share. 

A – Activating event/ B - Belief system/ C - Consequent emotions 

D – Dispute / E - Effect wanted

Participants were asked to recall a negative experience and think on relating to these questions...

?How did you feel in that situation?

?What did you do in that situation?

?Why did I feel the way I felt and 

?Why did I act the way I acted

Cognitive Reframing for Stress Management
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Rational thinking is the ability to think out of the box, to think critically, to produce “good quality of 

thoughts” in certain situations to arrive at a rational decision. The belief system of a person or society is the 

set of beliefs that they have about what is right and wrong and what is true and false. Self-belief is 

confidence in your own abilities or judgment. Belief is the state of mind in which a person thinks something 

to be the case with or without there being empirical evidence to prove that something is the case with factual 

certainty. Another way of defining belief sees it as a mental representation of an attitude positively oriented 

towards the likelihood of something being true.

Every individual person has a unique belief system.  There are similar systems of thought among various 

people but each and every human being has a very exclusive way of viewing the world around them.  The 

billions of bits of information that make up your reality are a result of your thinking.  Your individual belief 

system is made up of your thoughts and beliefs as well as the thoughts and beliefs that were handed to you at 

an early age before you were consciously able to choose what you think. When we live life rationally, 

nothing happened. 

All of us have innumerable skills, deep 

knowledge about things, treasure of other 

resources and best opportunities yet only 

few of us succeed in life. Skills, knowledge, 

talents and wealth alone won't make us 

successful. We need them surely, but we 

need more a positive attitude to win our 

battles. It is our attitude that makes us 

progress in our lives and become successful 

in our careers. Success and performance 

depends on our attitude. A person with 

positive attitude is a high performer. In our 

life there are things over which we have no 

control or have very little control. But if we control our attitudes these uncontrollable things will contribute 

positively to our personality. 

People react differently to the same event. It's strange! It's the result of our attitudes. It depends on our 

attitudes. We have to control our attitudes and cultivate in us positive attitudes in spite of all struggles. We 

can change our attitudes. It's possible and easy to control and change our attitudes. To change our attitude we 

must learn to think positively whenever something negative happens to us. Try to see something good in 

every person and in every event. Attitude affects our every aspect of life. Happiness is the product of our 

attitudes because right attitudes will produce right actions. Only right actions can make us happy. If we have 

the right attitude we will see the invisible, feel the intangible and achieve the impossible. Having positive 

attitudes is a sure way to succeed in life. It is a sure way to long and cheerful life. 

Rational Thoughts & Irrational Thoughts

Attitude Makes the Difference
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Transaction analysis is a technique used to help people better understand their own and others behaviour, 

especially in interpersonal relationships. It offers a model of personality and the dynamics of self and its 

relationship to others that makes possible a clear and meaningful discussion of behaviour. Transactions 

refer to the communication exchange between people. Transactional analysis is a psychoanalytic theory and 

method of therapy wherein social transactions are analyzed to determine the ego state of the patient as a 

basis for understanding the behaviour. In transactional analysis, the patient is taught to alter the ego state as a 

way to solve emotional problems. The method deviates from Freudian psychoanalysis which focuses on 

increasing awareness of the contents of unconsciously held ideas. Eric Berne developed the concept and 

paradigm of transactional analysis.

A transaction is a basic unit of social interaction. Thus where a verbal or non verbal stimulus from one 

person is being responded by another person a transaction occurs. Transaction analysis can help us to 

determine which ego state is most heavily influencing our behaviour and the behaviour of the other people 

with whom we interact.

Stoke is a form of recognition (social, physical or emotional) that we receive from people around us. Strokes 

are of different types: Positive stroke, Negative stroke and mixed strokes. In positive stroke the other person 

is viewed positively and appreciated in different ways. In negative stroke, the other person is viewed 

negatively and it can hurt physically or psychologically. In mixed strokes, a stroke may be of a mixed type 

also, no attention is paid to the person either positively or negatively.

Healthy ways of strokes

Unhealthy ways of strokes

In order to understand these transactions, we first need to talk about Berne's concept of the ego states. 
According to Berne, an ego state is a consistent pattern of feeling and experience directly related to a 
corresponding consistent pattern of behaviour. Berne defined three ego states that can be confirmed by 
observable behaviour: the parent, adult, or child. 

Day – 5

Transaction Analysis

Personality Sub-dimensions

Ego gram

Strokes

Activity: Paper & Pin

Stroke Economy: How people are rewarded with strokes?

Ego States
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The parent is the ego state that contains the external events that were imposed on people in the first five 

years of their life. These are constructs that are imposed on the child. Examples would be 'Don't talk to 

strangers,' 'Always hold a grown-up's hand when you cross the street,' or 'Don't touch a hot stove.' 

The child is the ego state that contains the feelings and emotions related to the external events that were 

imposed on a person in the first five years of life. These feelings or emotions are replayed in the person's 

mind when the corresponding external event is recalled. Examples would be 'Being approached by a strange 

person makes me feel nervous,' 'I feel safe when I hold someone's hand,' or 'I am scared of being burned.' 

The last ego state is the adult. The adult is the ego state that evaluates what is really going on and makes 

independent decisions about the world. This ego state begins forming as soon as we gain the ability to 

control aspects of our environment. It allows a person to compare what they are told about the world with 

what they feel and experience. Let's use the hot stove as an example. The adult is told by the parent not to 

touch a hot stove and recognizes that the child's fear of being burned is reasonable. Therefore, the adult 

determines to use caution when it's necessary to use a hot stove. The parent is a taught concept, the child is a 

felt concept, and the adult is a learned concept. 

A stroke occurs when one person recognizes another person either verbally or non-verbally. Strokes also 
occur in our self- dialog, though this is not as easily observed. 

There are two types of strokes that we can receive: 

?Positive or 

?Negative

Strokes
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As transactions occur, we tally up these strokes. It's almost like keeping score. Let's think back to the 
example at the beginning of the lesson to illustrate this idea. 

Remember how you woke up late? The first transaction we noted was telling yourself that you're a bad 
person for sleeping in. This would be a negative stroke. The next transaction we noted was a person on the 
bus telling you that you look nice. This would be a positive stroke. Your boss is waiting to talk to you when 
you get to work. Let's imagine he was frowning at you when you walked in. This would be a negative stroke. 
You forgot to grab some materials for your presentation. You can't believe you were that irresponsible. This 
would also be a negative stroke. 

You continue to add up positive and negative strokes throughout the day. At the end of the day, you'd use this 
tally to decide how you feel about yourself. If you have more strokes in the negative column, you would 
probably have a pretty negative self image. If you have more strokes in the positive column, you would 
probably feel pretty good about yourself. 

While asking to how the training helps you to understand yourself, 

these are the responses of participants out of 29.
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?This training was really a light for me. In the course of training I came to learn many things 
which were the great value in our practical life and my opinion is that to practice such things 
if we want to become a transition figure.

?This programme gives me insight to know myself.

?By managing stress at my workplace I can get in to the heart of the people, understand them 
truly and finally derive pleasure out of my work.

?I shall create a pleasant environment in my professional place by changing my behaviour 
and attitude.

?From today I am going to decrease the speed of my talking a little bit and take time within my 
sentences to listen to my words and I will be going to start a practice of writing the words I 
use when I face and experience a bad situation, which will enable me to know the thought 
which controls our emotion.

?Techniques like EFT bring a very different kind of experience to me.

?I am going to practise meditation and listen to inner self each day for ten minutes.

?I will communicate through complementary transaction.

?This training helped me a lot to create awareness within myself. It made me feel that I can 
treat any situation in a proactive and cool mind. I accept myself, the way I am and I 
strengthen my strengths and reduce my weakness.

Feedback shared by the Participants
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While asking how you liked the inclusion of SELF in the first phase 

of training, following are the responses by the participants.........
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How is this understanding of self going to help you in your personal & 

professional life:
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While asking how the training helped you to understand yourself, the 

responses were recorded below:
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While asking, if you have to add one more topic to this module, here 

are the participants suggestions:

?Conflict resolution & management

?Management of conflict of anger

?Training days to be extended

?Activity based learning

?One to one counselling for those who cannot share in groups

?Sharing of good practices

?Management skill

?Case studies and success stories

?Module on motivation building

?More of this kind of training

?Videos of successful personality

?Self & social control

?More activity in the training

?Technique to solve day to day problems faced across different DIET of Odisha.

?More strategies for 'self' involvement

?Methods for creating positive attitude.
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Log of Significant Learning
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Participants Expressions

Valedictory

?It was totally a new type of training where I got to know intrinsically rather than extrinsic 
information - it is to know about myself & modification of self - Madhurima Das

?I like this training very much. Through it I discovered myself, my merits and demerits, my 
strengths and weaknesses and I appreciated my self. – Laxman Kumar Sahoo

?It was totally a different kind of training which provide me an opportunity to know myself 
better. - Asima Behura

?It is very good opportunity for me to solve personal stress - Lalindra Mohan

?It provide me a chance to look into myself. Its' impact is on me and on my behaviour. Self is 
more natural and consciousness is part of the universal conscious. I could invent myself 
newly. - Murti Kumar

?I like the theme 'self' is very interesting It gave me enough encouragement to explore the self 
within me - Manas Kumar Nayak

?I realize my 'self', realize what I want and it has made me more optimistic and more confident 
- Jasmine Pattnaik

?The theme self is completely different as the theory says. It is all about our imagination, 
positive thought about self and adaptation of all consciousness - Manjushree Bagh

?I like this training very much. It helped me to understand and identify my strength and 
connect myself with the universe - Manas Chandra Rout

?The training helped me to understand the self reflection that helps me to build my confidence 
- Sunita Durga

?I really found myself happy when I came to know my positive qualities from my colleagues I 
derive pleasure from it and strengthened myself - Dr. Deshabandhu Sahoo

?I am able to classify between ego and self and learnt to do all the positive activities. Hence 
inclusion of the theme self is most beneficial - Sarat Chandra Seth

?I learn from this programme to observe myself which I could not do earlier. This programme 
has given me the scope to be proactive, respect to self which can geared up to respect to 
others - Dr. Santosh Kumar Parida

The training came to an end with vote of thanks to the participants, resource person and the organizers.
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Annexure- 1

Programme Agenda

Capacity Building of Teacher Educators

Phase I

Self-discovery & self – Mastery

SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS

DAY I

Session 1 : Introductions

Session 2 : Getting acquainted - Icebreakers

Session 3 : Icebreakers, contd.

Session 4 : Methodology and conditions of training

DAY II

Significant learning and change

Session: 5 : Self - awareness

Session 6 : Mindfulness – the art of being in the present

Session 7 : Benefits of being self – aware : reactive versus proactive Behaviors

Session 8 : Self – acceptance

DAY III

Significant learning and change

Session: 9 : Self – confidence

Session 10 : Goal setting : Living your life your way

Session 11 : Managing stress

Session 12 : Cognitive reframing for managing stress

DAY IV

Significant learning and change

Session 13 : Emotional freedom Technique ( EFT )

Session 14 : Sorting out aspects of personality : Ego States

Session 15 : Ego states and communication

Session 16 : Psychological strokes

DAY V

Significant learning and change

Session 17 : Life positions

Session 18 : Your attitude makes the difference

Session 19 : Mental steps to motivation

Session 20 : Concluding session
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Annexure- 1

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Venue: Hotel Fortune Park Shishmo (Kalpana Square)

9th to 13th July, 2018

2nd Batch
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